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Welcome to Azerbaijan, an emerging wedding
destination with everything you need to celebrate
your special day. From exciting venues and epic
landscapes to soothing spas and adrenaline-filled
activities, we’ll provide bride, groom and guests
with countless unforgettable moments.
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celebrate your wedding
in Azerbaijan
Welcome to Azerbaijan: the
Pearl of the Caucasus. We are
truly a contemporary nation,
criss-crossed by history. While
modern Azerbaijan is thriving
with cutting-edge culture,
leisure and business facilities,
our hospitality is as warm as
ever, and our history is still
being shaped by our many
guests. Located in the diverse
Caucasus region, Azerbaijan is
the perfect setting for everyone:
from intimate families, to
sophisticated gastronomists,
to those who really know how
to party.
Our capital — Baku — is an
exceptional combination of
antiquity and novelty. From
elegant skyscrapers towering
proudly above, to the medieval
World Heritage site at its core,
there is something for everyone
in our stunning city. Baku is a
constantly evolving tapestry
of life, weaving energy and
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romance in and out of each
detail: the architecture, the
people, and the lights that flood
the city like a starry night sky
after each sunset.
Developed infrastructure,
accomplished wedding
planners, and exciting outdoor
activities and attractions come
together to offer sweethearts
the perfect destination to
celebrate their love for each
other. Indeed, Azerbaijan is
a country still undiscovered
by many — making it a great
location not only for your
wedding celebrations, but for
an extraordinary honeymoon
too. Don’t miss your chance
to indulge in a completely
new experience and embrace
your nearest and dearest in a
country characterized by love
and warmth.
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VENUES

join your hearts
in a place like no other
Your perfect wedding is within
reach! All you need to do is select
your favourite of our wonderful
venues, located throughout
Azerbaijan, and our experienced
event planners will carefully
arrange every detail. Whether
you’re looking to create a floating
mandap, compose the most
beautiful flower arrangements,
or coordinate your guests flying
in from overseas — consider it all
taken care of.
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WEDDING IN AZERBAIJAN

Fairmont
Baku

Located within Baku’s architectural icons,
the Flame Towers, Fairmont Baku can
provide the best of everything. With its
Grand Ballroom, spectacular poolside
views, and wide terraces overlooking the
Bay of Baku, there is no setting quite like it
to celebrate your wedding day.
Best of all, your Fairmont Baku wedding
specialist will be more than happy to
arrange everything down to the last
detail — allowing you to spend your
precious time with your loved ones.
For the staff at the Fairmont Baku, it
would be an honour to help design your
unforgettable wedding, combining Indian
traditions with local Azerbaijani culture
over several days of festivities. There
are plenty of wedding packages to suit
your individual requirements. Celebrate
your Mehndi Mehfil ceremony in the Nur
Lounge & Terrace or give your Sangeet
party the opulence it deserves in the
Grand Ballroom.
Enjoy a special night inspired by
Azerbaijani traditions and transform the
grand ballroom into a royal hall bedecked
with Baku colours and style rounded off
with western sophistication. The Fairmont
Baku — a unique and stylish destination
for a world-class wedding with sincere
service and hospitality.
Capacity
Venue: Nizami Ganjavi Ballroom – 500
(banquet), 600 (reception)
Hotel: 299 guest rooms and suites,
19 serviced apartments
Contacts
1A Mehdi Huseyn str., Baku
+99412 565 4848
fairmont.com/baku
reservations.baku@fairmont.com
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WEDDING IN AZERBAIJAN

The Boulevard Hotel Baku is determined
to ensure that every new husband and
wife walks away with wonderful memories
of their own unique occasion on the
Caspian waterfront. The Boulevard’s staff
understands that each bride and groom
have their own set of unique requirements,
providing a dedicated wedding team
that will see to every little detail so that
the couple can feel free to enjoy their
special day.

Boulevard Hotel Baku
Autograph Collection

Wedding specialists will work in close
partnership with the couple to reserve
dates, draw up the schedule, coordinate
food tasting, compose a menu, and
select flower arrangements. The
Boulevard’s in-house florists will ensure
that stunning flowers and arrangements
will add a touch of sophistication to your
big day.
From your bridal bouquet, to centrepieces,
to his boutonnière, the team of
professional florists are flexible and
creative enough to cater to your desires.
And it does not stop there, the Boulevard
Hotel Baku also boasts of the finest
pastry delights from their award-winning
chef Rena Alkan.
Capacity
Venue: Tagiyev Ballroom 1+2 (together/
separated) – 700 (banquet), 1,300
(reception)
Hotel: 818 bedrooms and suites
Contacts
4C Khagani Rustamov str., Baku
+99412 310 0010
boulevardhotelbaku.com
info.boulevard@absheronhotelgroup.com
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WEDDING IN AZERBAIJAN

Four Seasons
Hotel Baku

For a wedding rich in romantic glamour,
Four Seasons Hotel Baku invites everyone
to the city’s most high-profile setting on
the Caspian Sea. Ascend the lobby’s
dramatic curving staircase to the two
first-floor venues: the Segah and Rast
Ballrooms.
The Segah Grand Ballroom is the hotel’s
largest ballroom with its own pre-function
space, making it ideal for hosting major
events. Thanks to the sparkling chandelier
and marble columns, extra décor is not
required to conjure a special atmosphere.
The Rast Banquet Room offers 421 m2 of
space that is versatile enough to suit all
your needs. With high ceilings, and being
flooded by natural daylight, the ballroom
can be divided into three smaller rooms to
create two fully separate venues with two
separate pre-function areas — perfect for
coffee breaks or canapes.
Four Seasons’ on-site experts and
wedding consultants work with couples to
reserve dates, draw up schedules, create
a food and beverage menu, and assist
with anything else to make your day
perfect.
Capacity
Venue: Segah – 300 (banquet), 500
(reception); Rast – 220 (banquet), 350
(reception)
Hotel: 171 rooms
Contacts
1 Neftchilar ave., Baku
+99412 404 2424
fourseasons.com/baku
laman.aghazada@fourseasons.com
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WEDDING IN AZERBAIJAN

For those looking to strike the balance
between world-leading luxury and
Azerbaijani authenticity — JW Marriott
Absheron Baku is the place for you. The
Sharg Zali ballroom — with a total area
of 1208 m2, high ceilings of 7 m, and an
open-air private terrace — is the perfect
venue for weddings for up to 600 guests.

JW Marriott
Absheron Baku

For decades, holding a wedding in Sharg
Zali ballroom has been considered a
highly prestigious occasion; since the
hotel opened, over 250 couples have
celebrated their wedding day in the
biggest ballroom in Baku. The space is
as beautiful as it is functional, offering
not only a stunning view of the city and
fresh Caspian Sea-air, but also features a
grand foyer and partition that can divide
the hall into two sections to suit your
needs.
What’s more, the hotel will be happy to
provide you with a professional expert
who will be at your service every step of
the way.
Capacity
Venue: Sharg zali I & II (together/
separated) – 600 (banquet), 1,000
(reception)
Hotel: 237 rooms and suites
Contacts
674 Azadliq square, Baku
+99412 499 8888
jwmarriottbaku.com
jw.baku.sales@marriott.com
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WEDDING IN AZERBAIJAN

Bilgah Beach
Hotel

Rising proudly above one of the Absheron
Peninsula’s most celebrated sweeps of
Caspian coastline, the Bilgah Beach
Hotel offers not only rooms and suites,
but also 14 private villas, 300 m of private
beach with private cabanas, and a family
water park with slides for the whole family.
Guests are also welcome to enjoy 12
hectares of natural gardens — the perfect
place to admire the sunset.
Weddings of up to 600 guests can be
held in Grand Ballroom, as well as at
the open-air Promenade Lounge with
sea view. Extensive dining choices can
be adapted according to the couples’
wishes: choices range from the outdoor
Buddha Bar to the upscale Italian Scalini
for those looking for a sophisticated
dining experience. Weddings at the
Bilgah Beach Hotel are never simply oneday affairs‚ but an exciting weekend-long
experience that all your guests will cherish
for a lifetime.
Capacity
Venue: Grand Ballroom – 450 (banquet),
600 (reception)
Hotel: 176 rooms and suites
Contacts
94 Gelebe str., Bilgah, Baku
+99412 565 4000
bilgahbeachhotel.com
info.bilgahbeach@absheronhotelgroup.com
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The Pullman aims to strike the perfect
balance between Azerbaijani hospitality
and the best of contemporary design
in its 280 elegant rooms and suites. The
Tiffany-style glass ceiling in the lobby
welcomes you to this unique residence
that combines all the features of a fivestar hotel with the comforts of a top-class
resort.

Pullman
Baku Hotel

To take a break after a day of festivities,
visitors can head over to the 4000 m2
Aqua Park with six pools and three
waterslides, or the spa with a 25 m indoor
swimming pool, 26 treatment rooms,
Turkish hammam, saunas, a steam room
and relaxation zone. Dining options at
the hotel combine rich international and
Azerbaijani dishes with high cuisine, taking
guests on a gastronomic adventure like
no other.
Capacity
Venue: Gabala Ballroom ABC – 400
(banquet)
Hotel: 280 rooms
Contacts
1C Mikayil Mushfig str., Baku
+99412 538 9090
pullmanhotels.com
ha8j3@acor.com
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Shamakhi Palace
Sharadil

Perched on the slopes of the Greater
Caucasus mountains in Shamakhi, the
Shamakhi Palace Sharadil hotel is the
ultimate luxury family resort in the heart
of Azerbaijan. The hotel incorporates
108 deluxe rooms and suites along
with 18 cottages — all of which offer
a spectacular view of surrounding
mountains and forests.
Designed to accommodate up to 350
guests, the Baku Ballroom is unmatched
in elegance and romantic ambience.
Located a few metres away from the
main hotel building, the ballroom has
a private entrance for guests for more
convenient access.
The experienced team of event planners is
dedicated to every detail of your special
day and to bringing your dream wedding
to life. The hotel itself simply aims to
help you relax and enjoy the moment,
offering a complimentary overnight stay
in one of the suites for the newlyweds,
and luxurious spa facilities. The Nargiz
Spa & Wellness centre provides all kinds
of treatments for guests and newlyweds
alike with world-class products, applied
by expert therapists.
For a touch of extra excitement, the
Shamakhi Palace Sharadil Hotel sets itself
out from the crowd with its number of
entertainment facilities and fun activities
throughout the resort.
Capacity
Venue: Baku Ballroom – 350 (banquet)
Hotel: 102 rooms, 18 cottages
Contacts
Sharadil village, Shamakhi
+99450 295 8739
shamakhipalace.az
reservation@shamakhipalace.az
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The Quba Palace Hotel is truly the perfect
place for a wedding — be it outdoors
in the glorious grounds or inside the
magnificent Shimal hall. Nothing could be
more breathtaking than saying your vows
to your loved one at the water’s edge
against a backdrop of forests and lakes.
The Shimal ballroom is equipped to seat
between 100 and 800 people.

Quba Palace
Hotel

A team of professionals will be at your
service every step of the way: from
arranging the hall to drawing up an
entertianment programme, inviting the
best performers, organising limousine
transfers and coordinating professional
photoshoots.
For the thrill seekers among your wedding
party, the Guba Planet Amusement Park
can also offer 12 attractions of various
types. You can also play golf in the
National Golf Club, designed by Jon Hunt
from International Golf Design, situated in
the best 75 hectares of idyllic Azerbaijani
countryside.
Capacity
Venue: Shimal hall – 500 (banquet)
Hotel: 186 rooms and 26 villas
Contacts
Eski-Iqriq village, Guba
+99450 281 8150 / +99412 404 3434
qubapalace.com
info@qubapalace.com
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WEDDING IN AZERBAIJAN

Hilton
Baku Hotel

From the exotic to the metropolitan, Hilton
Baku Hotel will help you plan and hold
your wedding ceremony in the setting
you’ve dreamed of and the way you
envisioned it. Located in central Baku,
this hotel is within walking distance of
the Old City and the Boulevard. The
exquisite dining options and signature
cocktails in a unique environment, as well
as the rotating rooftop 360 Bar will make
your special day unforgettable. Bride
and groom will also be provided with a
complementary one night stay in one
of 309 rooms or 35 suites and offered a
special couples massage.
The pillar-free Sevda ballroom is a 661 m2
space and the ideal venue for your
wedding ceremonies. To ensure a magical
ceremony, the professional designers
will offer unique décor ideas and create
a romantic atmosphere. The team of
wedding coordinators will also assist
you with fulfilling your dream wedding
day and the Sevda ballroom will exude
a romantic and intimate mood for your
special day.
Capacity
Venue: Sevda Ballroom – 350 (banquet),
700 (reception);
Hotel: 309 rooms
Contacts
1B Azadlig ave., Baku
+99412 464 5000
www.baku.hilton.com
baku.events@hilton.com
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The unique Dreamland residence is Baku’s
most extravagant setting for special
gatherings. Located within 20 minutes
from central Baku and 8 minutes from the
Heydar Aliyev International Airport, this
prestigious gated community is home
to Dreamland Golf Club, a 65-hectare
grassed pastoral masterpiece. The
Dreamland landscape gardens are widely
known for being the most spectacular
venue for a summer outdoor wedding,
with raised patios and decked terraces
from where you can admire the green
lawns of the golf course.

Dreamland
Golf Club

Capable of hosting up to 1,000 guests,
all can enjoy the comforts of nature
coupled with modern amenities and a
wide choice of restaurants. And do not
fear, your culinary wishes are in the safe
hands of the international team who
offer cuisine from across the globe: be it
Turkish, Russian, Mexican, Asian or local
Azerbaijani flavours.
From elegant invitations, to embellished
wedding cakes, to floral masterpieces,
you can put your trust in the Dreamland
team. What’s more, Dreamland’s media
partners will also be on-hand to capture
the whole day on camera. And why not
round off the day with a dazzling aquatic
lighting show, sure to astound your guests
with the perfect finishing touch.
Capacity
Venue: Outdoor – 1,000; indoor – 200
Contacts
Zigh Highway, Baku
+99412 404 7400
dreamland.az
banquet@dreamland.az
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FOR GUESTS

outdoor
activities

Horse riding
Riding and polo are the perfect
sports to let off some steam, keep in
shape, and get in touch with some of
Azerbaijan’s most beautiful animals —
horses. Everyone and anyone of all ages
are welcome to join amateur polo
competitions or take a ride across Bina’s
26-hectare riding centre near the capital.
Baku and Gabala shooting centres
Experience the thrill of firing a weapon in
a high-quality, high-security environment
in either Gabala or Baku — just a couple
of the largest shooting complexes in
Europe. Friendly staff will be on-hand to
guide you and your guests on how to
shoot safely and skilfully. At the Gabala
Shooting Club, why not even divide into
teams, engage in a paintball battle, and
let your hair down with all of those closest
to you!
Karting
Want to get your karting kicks without
leaving the urban sprawl? Located
on the New Boulevard, the Caucasus’
largest indoor karting arena couldn’t be
any more central. Whiz around the track
head-to-head with your friends and
family in super quick electric karts and
unleash your Narain Karthikeyan!
Golf
Spend some quality time with your
nearest and dearest in the greenest
area of Baku, Dreamland Golf Club, a
beautiful and challenging course. Take a
stroll around the 2,000,000 m2 of natural
beauty, with deep lakes and ponds, or
join up with an instructor, who will be
happy to tailor their training programme
to golfers of all abilities. Alternatively,
you can travel to Guba to play on the
National Federation course, with its
breathtaking mountain views.
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Kids’ entertainment
Azerbaijan is ready to welcome guests
with children and give them a chance
to take a break. Being the largest indoor
entertainment centre in Europe, Megafun
provides amusement for all the family.
Children can crawl, toddle, walk, stroll or
ride! No matter what the weather outside.
Nightlife
However you like to let your hair down,
you’ll find somewhere to do it! As well as
traditional entertainments, Baku has a
thriving jazz community, and DJs from
around the world contribute to our lively
club scene.
Skiing
The classy resorts at Shahdag and
Tufandag have first-class amenities and
offer 100 days of perfect weather for
skiing. Beautiful views over the Caucasus
Mountains, well-prepared slopes
with friendly teachers and staff greet
their visitors with a natural scenery of
incomparable beauty and harmony.
Caviar and champagne tasting
Azerbaijan’s most famous fish is the
beluga sturgeon, which don’t reach
reproductive age till they are around
twenty years old. No surprise then
that beluga caviar is now one of the
world’s most highly-regarded and most
expensive delicacies. And somehow, it
seems to taste even better when taking
in the marvellous sea view, a glass of our
sparkling champagne in hand.
Jeep tours
For the more intrepid traveller, riding
a jeep through picturesque valleys,
ribbed hills and shallow rivers is a
more adventurous way to get to know
Azerbaijan and its natural beauty.
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Waterparks
While Baku is conveniently located on
the shore of the Caspian Sea, swimming
in the sea is not the only activity you
can try — the city is home to several
waterparks.
Retro car tours
GAZ-M20 Pobeda? GAZ-21 Volga? GAZ13 Chaika? Are you one for the vintage
lifestyle, interested in discovering one of
the world’s most vibrant cities from one
of these retro cars? This retro car service
would be perfect for any occasion:
guided city tours, wedding ceremonies,
birthday celebrations, corporate events
and any other private-hire needs. Add a
touch of vintage chic to your memory of
our beautiful capital!
Shopping
Baku’s malls have all the luxury brands,
offering a myriad of options: from luxury
cars, watches, clothes, and cosmetics.
Take a stroll along Neftchilar Avenue
to visit the upmarket boutiques and
indulge in the latest fashion trends. But
for a real Azerbaijani experience, lose
yourself in the colour and bustle of a
traditional bazaar, and pick out your
favourite traditional hand-woven carpet
or antiques for your home. Feel the spirit
of the Silk Road!
Whether they’re personal souvenirs,
wedding favours, or gifts for loved ones
at home, Azerbaijan has unique jewellery,
homewares, and fashion to satisfy all
your desires. If it’s timeless character and
superb craftsmanship you are looking for,
Resm Jewellery is your answer. If you’re
left wanting more, dive into the Menzer
Hajiyeva Showroom, and discover
Kelagayi — vivid yet contemporary silk
headscarves inspired by Azerbaijan’s rich
history.
30
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Visiting local hammams
Hammams in Azerbaijan are places to
gather, relax and socialize. In the heart
of the city, the local residents prefer
the Agha Mikayil, Akhund and Tezebay
Hammams. Most of the public hammams
are exclusively for men, although the
Agha Mikayil Hamami reserves access for
women only on some days of the week.
The essential Azerbaijani hammam
experience entails a complete immersion
in warm water, a steam bath and scrubdown, which can be particularly relaxing
during the cooler months. All hammam
procedures are followed by a tea
ceremony with friends.
Spa services
Baku’s five-star hotels all have glorious
spas proposing a phenomenal range of
treatments, relaxing therapies and good
old-fashioned pampering. Azerbaijani
women are keen consumers of facial
treatments and manicures, so qualified
and specialized beauticians are aplenty.
Henna party
The henna party is one of Azerbaijan’s
most beautiful and spiritual ceremonies
that is an age-old tradition with
tremendous symbolic meaning. The
henna ceremony is intended to usher
in good luck and blessings to a new
couple. One of the signature highlights
of the henna ceremony is the bride’s
dress, which is traditionally decorated
in red colour and features national
elements. Henna is prepared and worked
into gorgeous patterns on the bride’s
hands until it dries. The colours of the
celebration are rich and warm, and the
traditional, natural effects of henna are
much cherished and loved.
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places
to go

Gobustan
Rising out of the semi-desert here is
the UNESCO-listed Gobustan Rock Art
Cultural Landscape of more than 6,000
rock engravings, which go back 40,000
years. You can also see graffiti by a
Roman legionary - the furthest east it
has ever been found.
Icherisheher (Inner City)
The heart of Azerbaijan’s cultural
heritage has a history of thousands of
years and is located in the historic centre
of Baku, the capital city of the ancient
state of the Shirvanshahs and a symbol
of Azerbaijani statehood. This unique
historic ensemble has been called the
Acropolis of Baku, Old City or Icherisheher.
Ateshgah & Yanar Dag
The fire-worshipping Zoroastrians left
their mark at Ateshgah, where the Fire
Temple enthralls visitors with its spouts of
flame. The present-day temple, adopted
by Hindu merchants trading in Baku,
dates from the 19th century, and features
16 inscriptions in Sanskrit or Punjabi that
harbour centuries-old secrets.
Less than a 20-minute drive away from
Ateshgah, a 10-metre wall of flames rises
from a hill. The natural flames are as old
as the time of Marco Polo, and continue
to mesmerise those who view it from near
and afar.
Heydar Aliyev Centre
World-famous architect Zaha Hadid
designed the crown jewel of our
architecture in central Baku. It flows
seamlessly from the plaza around it,
joining the exterior and the interior to
represent the inclusion of everyone in
a place of shared ideas. A museum,
exhibition halls and an auditorium are
housed together in this single eternally
flowing shape.
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FOOD

Masti Baku Indian & Lebanese Cuisine

where
to eat

Located in the White City of Baku, the restaurant’s
panoramic views of the city are almost as dazzling as
its Indian and Lebanese food. Shisha is also available,
as well as a wide range of alcoholic and non-alcoholic
beverages.
Every day, 12:00–02:00
4C Khagani Rustamov str., Boulevard Hotel Baku, Baku
+99450 442 0500

Indian cuisine

Maharani

A classy Indian restaurant at the heart of the city, loved
by locals for its wide variety of both vegetarian and
meat-based dishes — all seasoned with real Indian
spices.
Every day, 11:00–00:00
100A Shamsi Badalbayli str., Baku
+99470 311 1184 | info@maharani.az | maharani.az

Harbour Tap and Grill
A friendly, relaxed, and cosy pub serving Indian and
European dishes.
Mon–Fri: 12:00–01:00, Sat–Sun: 08:00–01:00
13 Neftchiler ave., Port Baku Towers, Baku
+99450 546 5500

Flavors Fusion Cuisine

Mughal Darbar

Flavors Fusion Cuisine serves authentic Arabic, Indian
and European cuisines within walking distance of all the
top tourist spots. Every day, 12:00–23:00

A small, cosy restaurant located in the city centre with
authentic Indian cuisine. Vegetarian-friendly, vegan and
halal options are available.

5 Niyazi str., Baku
+99412 492 5456 | flavorscuisine.az

Every day, 12:00–23:00

Namaste
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19A Haji Zeynalabdin Taghiyev str., Baku
+99450 610 0510

Maharaja

A quaint family-owned restaurant on Fountain Square
serving authentic Indian dishes. They promise their
customers three simple things: great food, friendly
service and a homely ambience.

The cafe is located very close to the Old City and offers
a variety of tandoor, curries, rice dishes and other
vegetarian-friendly Indian cuisine all at a reasonable
price.

Sun–Thu: 13:00–00:00, Fri: 9:00–17:00, Sat: 13:00–01:00

Sun–Thu: 10:00–00:00, Fri–Sat: 10:00–2:00

12 Tarlan Aliyarbeyov str., Baku
+99412 492 5456 | namastebaku.com

6 Abdulkarim Alizadeh str., Baku
+99412 492 4334 | namastebaku.com
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local cuisine

local cuisine

Chayki

Baku Expo Café

A family atmosphere in the very heart of the city,
complete with a large, green garden and a menu that
combines the old and the new.

Stylish restaurant with excellent and fast service, large
selection of delicious and satisfying food..

Mon–Fri, 12:00–00:00; Sat–Sun, 10:00–00:00
24/1 Neftchilar ave., Baku
+99412 504 6464 | ginza.ru/baku/restaurant/chaykirestaurant

Every day, 12:00–00:00
15 Akademik Ahad Yagubov str. (New Boulevard), Baku
+99451 226 1111 | beat.az/project/expo-cafe

Pakhlava

Qaynana Restaurant

A truly authentic tearoom that takes its name from our
traditional sweet pastry. Not only do they offer a wide
range of teas (black, green, red, white and even blue),
but Pakhlava is also perfect for shisha lovers.

Authentic Azerbaijani cuisine, atmosphere and
hospitality — all at a reasonable price.

Every day, 12:00–02:00
14 Khojali ave., Baku
+99412 480 3223

Every day, 08:00–23:00
126 Kichik Qala str., Icherisheher (Inner city), Baku
+99470 434 0013

Sumakh

Shivanshah Museum Restaurant

Bask in the warm atmosphere and admire the exquisite
yet traditional interior, while award-winning chefs
prepare some of Azerbaijan’s most colourful and classic
dishes.

A rare and unique experience: a museum-restaurant
where you can enjoy live ethnic music, get acquainted
with all the tastes of traditional dishes, and marvel
at the handmade arts and crafts produced by local
masters!

Every day, 12:00–00:00
20/22 Khojali ave., Baku
+99412 480 2112

Every day, 12:00–23:00
86 Salatin Asgerova str., Baku
+99412 595 0901

Nakhchivan

Art Club Restaurant

The best spot in the city to try traditional Nakhchivan
cuisine. While we believe that every dish is delicious, the
real stars of the show are the wide range of perfectly
spiced kebabs, the ornate Ordubad desserts, and the
fifteen varieties of mouth-watering pilafs.

A place where fine dining does not just mean great
food, but also great artwork and superior service.

Every day, 12:00–00:00

Every day, 12:00–23:00
9 Asef Zeynalli str., Icherisheher (Inner city), Baku
+99412 492 2013

8A Parliament ave., Baku
+99412 480 8585
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FOOD

local cuisine

international cuisine

Burc Qala

Mari Vanna

A traditional restaurant loved by its reviewers, located
in front of the studio of well-known modern artist Ali
Shamsi.

A Russian restaurant with a special atmosphere.

Mon–Fri, 09:00–23:50; Sat–Sun, 08:00–23:50

93 Zarifa Aliyeva st., Baku
+99412 404 9595

15 Kichik Qala str., Icherisheher (Inner city), Baku
+99450 227 0090

Mon–Fri, 12:00–00:00; Sat–Sun, 10:00–00:00

13 Restaurant

Maya Mexicana

A place designed to be a true home away from
home: warm lighting, unfinished wood, red brick walls,
cosy upholstered furniture. And of course, delicious,
hearty food.

A lively Mexican restaurant with a spicy Latin rhythm,
complete with fiery fajitas and other sizzling national
dishes.

Every day, 12:00–23:00
2A Mikayil Mushviq str., Baku
+99450 244 0013

Sun–Thu, 12:00–01:00; Fri–Sat, 12:00–02:00
National Flag Square, Baku
+99412 404 8216

Chio Chio San
The top spot for Japanese cuisine, including fresh
sushi, sashimi, nigiri, yakitori, unagi, teriyaki rolls and
many other delicious dishes.
Every day, 11:30–23:30
1009 Dilara Aliyeva str., Baku
+99450 655 1050 | chio-chio-san.az

Chinar
A magnificent fusion restaurant offering the best Asian
dishes and a sophisticated atmosphere.
Sun, 12:00–01:00; Mon, 12:00–02:00; Tue–Thu,
12:00–01:00; Fri–Sat, 12:00–02:00
1 Shovkat Alakbarova str., Baku
+99412 404 8211
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FOOD

local
international
cuisine cuisine

international cuisine

Hard Rock Café Baku
A place where the Caucasus meets authentic American
flavours: the Hard Rock Café Baku. Home to great music
and fantastic flavours, this iconic restaurant serves the
best American burgers, salads, and signature cocktails
Sun–Thu, 12:00–01:00; Fri–Sat, 12:00–02:00
8 Aziz Aliyev str., Fountain Square, Baku
+99412 404 8228 | hardrock.com/cafes/baku

Buddha Bar Baku
The global franchise, founded by Raymond Visan,
offers a unique experience where Colonial France
meets the Orient. Blending Asian, Hawaiian, Indian and
Californian cooking methods and ingredients, Buddha
Bar’s talented chefs will bring you choice fusion cuisine
inspired by the exotic Pacific Rim.
Sun–Thu, 18:00–01:00; Fri–Sat, 18:00–03:00
674 Azadliq square, Baku
+99412 404 8209 | buddhabar-baku.az

Paris Bistro

El Portalon

With its antique mirrors and effortlessly classy furniture
and fixtures, the Paris Bistro Baku makes its guests
feel as if they could be on the Champs-Élysées. In true
French style, the restaurant is known for its efficient
service, casual atmosphere, delectable dishes and
wide selection of wines at affordable prices

This iconic restaurant brings you the fiery flavours of
Spain straight from the streets of Andalusia.
Every day, 19:00–00:00
National Flag Square, Baku
+99412 404 8217

Every day, 12:00–00:00
1/4 Zarifa Aliyeva str., Baku
+99412 404 8215

Mangal Steak House
An exciting gastronomic experience with a magnificent
interior to match. Mangal’s meat dishes are renowned
around Baku, as is its almost endless list of beverages!
Mon–Tue, 12:00–01:00; Wed–Sun, 10:00–01:00
11 Aydin Nasirov str., Baku
+99450 243 1011

Rodizio
A Brazilian restaurant that serves meat, mostly
grilled.
Every day, 12:00–00:00
5 Allahyar Nasibov str., Baku
+99412 404 9991

Scalini Port Baku Towers

L’Avenue

This Italian restaurant, located at the Port Baku Towers,
has a magical atmosphere and is the best place to
relax and have a laugh with your friends. Of course, not
before starting off your evening with a glass of Italian
wine and a delicious pasta dish!

This unique orangery-style restaurant in the heart of the
Boulevard National Park is the perfect cosy corner for a
pleasant evening with your friends and family.

Every day, 12:00–23:00

National Flag Square, Baku
+99450 294 1515

153 Neftchiler ave., Port Baku Tower, Baku
+99455 233 0000 | scalini.az | info@scalini.az
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Every day, 12:00–00:00
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P R A C T I C A L I N F O R M AT I O N

Country Size

salam
Azerbaijan

86, 600 km2
Population

4 hrs

London
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Moscow

4 hrs

3 hrs

Kiev
Paris
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1 hr
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Barcelona
Madrid

5 hrs

Tbilisi
Istanbul

Baku
Ankara

Tehran

New Delhi

Doha

Dubai

Riyadh

Best time to visit
Dec-Mar: Cold, but perfect for skiing. Snowy hills of
Shahdag or Tufandag will make your wedding photos
more magical.
Apr-Jun: Getting warmer — try hiking in the foothills.
Playing golf or riding a horse — enjoy an active
honeymoon. Try some out-of-the-ordinary honeymoon
experiences in Baku and the regions.
Jul-Aug: Very warm. Ideal for hiking in the high
mountains, or relaxing at a Caspian Sea resort. Getting
married in the great outdoors — either surrounded
by majestic mountains, poolside or in the Caspian
Seashore guarantees amazing memories for you and
your guests.

Language
Our state language is Azerbaijani.
Basic English and Russian are
understood by most of the
population.

Time zone
4 hrs ahead of GMT. Local time in India is 1.5 hour
ahead of Azerbaijan.
Religion
While we are a secular country, most of the population
follow Islam. Muslim dress code is not enforced nor
expected. Alcohol is very widely available. All religions
have somewhere to worship in Azerbaijan.

Exchange rates
Mastercard/Visa ATMs are very
widespread and available in main
towns. Changing money back is no
problem.
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Telephone
The country code is +994, the dial out
code from Azerbaijan is 00.
Internet
Most hotels are fully equipped with
Wi-Fi connection throughout, and some
also have business centres with a few
computers. There’s free Internet in dozens
of cafés, parks and restaurants across
Baku and beyond. Mobile phone providers
offer relatively inexpensive dongles so
that you can access the web through
3G mobile networks.

Flights
There’re direct flights from the Indira
Gandhi International Airport (DEL)
every Tuesday and Friday arriving
in Baku via Terminal 1 of the Heydar
Aliyev International Airport.
Visa
Indian citizens can obtain an e-visa
within 3 days, or 3 hours (urgent)
via evisa.gov.az. The visa is valid
for only 30 days and provides a
single entry. The visa fee is 24 USD
for standard and 51 USD for an
urgent visa. We advise you to check
requirements before booking your
trip.

Sept-Nov: Luxury hotels and high level service will
make your wedding celebration even more romantic.

Transport prices
On the bus and Baku underground one
journey costs 30 qepik, taxis are also
widely available as an alternative option.
Driving
An international driving licence is advised.
Car rental is increasingly available in Baku.

2 hrs

Frankfurt

Accommodation
We have a complete range of options,
from luxury and mid-range hotels, to rural
en-suite bungalows, provincial motels and
even private homestays.
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